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About This Game

The most challenging game on Earth comes to life in Battle Chess. An entire medieval world at war is reflected on the
checkered field.

Everyone who's ever had a knight take a pawn, has seen that capture as more than one piece replacing another on the board. In
players' minds, the bold knight, resplendent in his armor of silver or ebon, sallies forth and slays the foul foot soldier. Combat,

mortal combat, lies in the heart and soul of chess, but this aspect of it could only live in the mind's eye – until now!

It took 2000 years for someone to make chess better!

This is an entertainment that will prove the words of the famous Oriental Philosopher Chef Kung Pao who said - "War is fun!"

Amusing chess piece animations
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A challenging AI with over 30,000 moves
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Title: Battle Chess
Genre: Strategy
Developer:
Interplay Entertainment Corp.
Publisher:
Interplay Entertainment Corp.
Release Date: 1 Jun, 1988

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Windows (XP, Vista, 7, 8, 10)

Processor: 1 GHz Processor

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 3D graphics card compatible with DirectX 7

DirectX: Version 7.0

Storage: 20 MB available space
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Simply amazing. Literally the best Chess game on Steam. Nostalgia goggles or not, I remember playing this game on my Dads
old PC - an Amiga, no less - sitting up in the morning before school sneaking a few games in, sitting up at night before bed
watching him play. It was a different time. A better time.

It might be old, but there are some things that never go out of style. The game offers a game of Chess in both "3D"
pixelated\/voxel graphics with medieval characters as playing pieces instead of figures, and a standard "2D" mode that is merely
a simple top down view of a standard chess board with appropriate images for each piece. You can play hotseat\/couch
multiplayer, or you can pit two CPU (lovingly called I.B.M's in this game) players against each other and watch the carnage.
Back in the day, I remember sitting and waiting for minutes at a time until each CPU made a move once the was underway, but
those problems are somewhat lessened now, it's good. On higher difficulty levels the CPU does like to take its time though.

You can also customise the board, allowing you to handicap or enhance yourself as you see fit - feel like putting 23 Pawns and 1
King against 7 Rooks and 1 King? You can totally do that, if you want.

Every single piece has a unique death animation and elimination animation for every other piece on the board, as well.
Surprising amount of depth in a game this old, but this game was made back when developers actually cared about the game that
was being created (I.E it wasn't made by a bunch of freelancer game designers with no loyalty to the studio or the project) so
that can be expected. This means each piece has 6 death animations and 6 attacking animations, some of them are very creative
and interesting - especially the Checkmate and attacks from the King animations.

Interestingly enough, this seems to be a slightly different version to the one I remember, at least with the sounds. The death
animation of a Knight when killed by a Pawn used to have the Knight make a much deeper, longer "ooooh" sound, but in this
version it is just a high pitched squeaky "ugh" instead. Perhaps there were different versions of the game and this one is just
different the one I played, though. Only the sounds (and maybe the cursor colours) seem different though, everything else is the
same - gameplay hasn't changed at all, it's still great.

Of course there are problems, such as the game not handling being Alt+Tabbed very well, and the fact you'll need to adjust your
mouses DPI really low (or use a rollerball mouse hehehe) in order to have a smoother experience playing the game, but once you
get over those issues, it's great. It's not going to be a game you get 1000 hours in, sure, but it's still the best chess game on Steam.
If you like chess, you should buy it.

If you don't like chess, just close your eyes and assume it's another one of those trash indie "pixels r art, voxels r cultur" games
that seem so popular these days and pretend you're trendy and hip for adding another one to your collection or something.

Thanks for releasing this again, as more readily available and commercially viable to acquire product. It's one of the first games
I ever played, next to Cannon Fodder, QBASIC Gorillas and Doom.. Graphically identical to how i remember the game back in
1988. but the sound is not very good. does not accurately represent the original (for some mysterious reason). bad quality
sound.. This is an interesting chess game. You can select two modes: Normal or 3D chessboard. It also includes many useful
features, such as save and load. Your rival can be set to a human, a computer (IBM) or a network player (Modem). But I don't
know how to set the last one.

By the way, I once thought this game was based on a sword and magic world. Until I saw that enemy king used a laser pistol to
kill my soldiers...

Basic control:
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Press ESC to enter the game.
Click LMB to select your chess piece and move it.
Hold RMB to open the game menu and select many options.

I have write a guide about how to use these menu options.. I was seriously considering giving this game a negative review, since
this port is made really lazilly and hasn't aged very well since the games original release. For one thing, it literally just uses the
DosBox emulator to simulate the game running on an older machine, and as a result, the game is rather buggy. I was unable to
finish my first game because it simply stopped allowing me to exit the menu or select any options. The pieces move unbearably
slow without any way to speed them up, and there's no multiplayer component...in a chess game. I would really only recommend
this game over any others for its nostalgia factor. Otherwise, it's dumb fun at its best, and harmless at its worst.. Very good for a
29-year-old game.
highly recommend this to any chess fans out there.
I mean, the castles are rock monsters, what more can i say?. I was seriously considering giving this game a negative review,
since this port is made really lazilly and hasn't aged very well since the games original release. For one thing, it literally just uses
the DosBox emulator to simulate the game running on an older machine, and as a result, the game is rather buggy. I was unable
to finish my first game because it simply stopped allowing me to exit the menu or select any options. The pieces move
unbearably slow without any way to speed them up, and there's no multiplayer component...in a chess game. I would really only
recommend this game over any others for its nostalgia factor. Otherwise, it's dumb fun at its best, and harmless at its worst..
Battle Chess is a 30 year old DoS game and while it does have some age spots there is some charm to the animation and
quaintess when it comes to it's age. It might be worth picking up if you like a good chess game.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/edit?o=U&video_id=4iT9Xbu7Ehs
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Pretty great game. A good old classic from the old times played on the old computers.. Battle Chess is a 30 year old DoS game
and while it does have some age spots there is some charm to the animation and quaintess when it comes to it's age. It might be
worth picking up if you like a good chess game.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/edit?o=U&video_id=4iT9Xbu7Ehs. Very good for a 29-year-old game.
highly recommend this to any chess fans out there.
I mean, the castles are rock monsters, what more can i say?. Just like the old game, can't change visuals like uniforms, but great..
This game does not adhere to the rules of chess.
I moved a pawn forward, the AI moved it's bishop to in front of my pawn.
I could not move my pawn forward one space to take the bishop.
. Graphically identical to how i remember the game back in 1988. but the sound is not very good. does not accurately represent
the original (for some mysterious reason). bad quality sound.. BRINGS BACK THE MEMORIES! This is what I grew up with
when I was a kid.
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